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Characterization of Cement-Based Materials Using
Diffuse Ultrasound
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Abstract: The objective of this research is to develop a quantitative understanding of the propagation of ultrasonic waves in ce
based materials by examining specimens made of a portland cement-paste matrix and glass bead ‘‘aggregate.’’ The incident u
waves are broadband and contain wavelengths on the order of the glass bead scatterers. Experimentally measured ultrasonic w
interpreted using diffusion theory to quantitatively measure dissipation and diffusion coefficients as functions of frequency and
structure. These results provide a basic understanding of the effect of some features of the microstructure on the propagation of u
waves, as well as supplying a first step in the characterization of distributed damage using ultrasonic methodologies.
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Introduction

Previous researchers~e.g., Evans et al. 1978! have been success-
ful in relating the attributes of ultrasonic waves~such as attenua-
tion! with specific microstructure parameters~like grain size! in
ceramic and metallic materials, but there has been limited succe
in similar applications to cement-based materials. Experiment
determination of attenuation and dispersion are difficult tasks
cement-based materials, mainly because of the scattering due
the randomly distributed aggregate, and the very high attenuatio

Several critical types of damage in cement-based materials a
distributed throughout the material, and this damage can have
relatively small length scale—a few millimeters and smaller. Thi
length scale, which can be on the order of~or smaller than! the
aggregate, dictates the use of higher frequencies~hundreds of
kilohertz and higher! for accurate flaw detection. Examples of
deleterious interactions leading to this type of damage include
freeze-thaw, intrusion of water and acids, alkali-silica reactio
~ASR!, and even dynamic loading. Since the damage can be o
similar size as the aggregate, traditional ultrasonic evaluatio
methods have difficulty in differentiating between microstructur
features~such as aggregate and porosity! and damage, because
they all scatter the ultrasonic waves in similar ways.
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Selleck et al.~1998! examined the properties of freeze-thaw
~combined with a salt pond! damaged concrete using time-domain
ultrasonic pulses. Microscopic examination showed the presen
of distributed microcracking, but experimentally measure
changes in ultrasonic velocity and amplitude~500 kHz center
frequency! did not conclusively identify the damage. Schicker
~1998, 1999! performed dispersion and attenuation measuremen
in concrete in the frequency range of 150–800 kHz, correlatin
the attenuation with the grain size and porosity, while Jacobs a
Owino ~2000! used coherent ultrasonic signals~up to 1 MHz! to
determine the effect of aggregate size on Rayleigh waves prop
gating in cement-based materials. Popovics et al.~2000! operated
on pulse-echo signals with split-spectrum processing to decrea
the noise level backscattered by the microstructure of the co
crete.

Statistical methods, such as diffusion theory, can account f
the random distribution of microcracks and aggregate. Consid
for example, the work in fluid acoustics that analyzes the ultra
sonic field in randomly distributed glass spheres immersed
water ~e.g., Schriemer et al. 1997! or in solid media, such as
aluminum foams~e.g., Weaver 1998!. Note that the application to
solids is inherently more complicated than fluid acoustics~or op-
tics! because of the presence of two coupled wavefields and t
practical difficulties in averaging high numbers of measurement
Anugonda et al.~2001! applied diffusion theory to concrete~in
the 100–900 kHz range! to calculate diffusion parameters, but the
variation in the calculated parameters is relatively high. The
showed results for one type of concrete specimen, and did n
investigate differences due to aggregate size and distribution
the measured diffusion parameters. Note that other research
have used complementary approaches to the problem of scatter
in fluid-saturated, porous media. Berryman~1985! used Biot’s
equations to develop a~frequency limited! solution to this prob-
lem, while Schwartz and Plona~1984! examined ultrasonic wave
propagation in water-saturated, densely packed spherical scat
ers using an effective media approximation.

The objective of the current research is to develop a quantit
tive understanding of the propagation of ultrasonic waves
cement-based materials by considering specimens made o
cement-paste matrix and glass bead ‘‘aggregate’’ with a variety
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sizes and distributions. The incident ultrasonic waves are bro
band and contain wavelengths on the order of the glass b
scatterers. Experimentally measured waves are interpreted u
diffusion theory to quantitatively measure dissipation and diff
sion coefficients as functions of frequency and microstructu
These results provide a basic understanding of the effect of f
tures of the microstructure~such as aggregate size and distribu
tion! on the propagation of ultrasonic waves, as well as supplyi
a first step in the characterization of distributed damage us
ultrasonic methodologies.

Ultrasonic Diffusion Approximation

An ultrasonic wavefield in a heterogeneous medium is the sum
a coherentballistic field, and an incoherentdiffusefield. The dif-
fuse field is strongly scattered by the media—it is spatially inc
herent, as well as incoherent in time with respect to the source
and its phase is~approximately! random. The ballistic field is
spatially coherent, as well as being coherent with the source
time; it is either not scattered at all or forward scattered. Effecti
media theories and coherent potential approximation theor
model the ballistic portion of a signal—the amplitudes of th
ballistic field are significantly larger than the amplitudes of th
diffuse field, so the diffuse field contribution is neglected in the
theories. Ballistic theories give accurate results for either a sm
volume fraction of scatterers, or for long wavelengths compar
to the scatterer size~i.e., low frequency!, but break down in the
strong scattering regime. In addition, these coherent field theo
cannot separate attenuation caused by real energy losses~known
as dissipation effects! from attenuation caused by scatterin
losses.

The diffusion approximation was first developed for optic
and a general model applicable to elastic waves is available,
Sheng~1995!. Ultrasonic diffusion in a body is described by a
second-order parabolic partial differential equation that describ
the time evolution of the spectral energy density~energy per fre-
quency, per volume!

]^E~x,t, f !&
]t

2DD^E~x,t, f !&1s^E~x,t, f !&5P~x,t, f ! (1)

whereE(x,t, f )5spectral energy density~at time t and frequency
f! at the point specified by the vectorx and ^•& indicates the
expected value with respect to the different configurations
the random media.P(x,t, f )5spectral source energy density
D( f )5frequency-dependent diffusion coefficient; an
s( f )5energy dissipation coefficient~frequency-dependent!. The
body is assumed to be isotropic—the diffusion coefficient is i
dependent of direction—and all scattering is assumed to be

Table 1. Specimen Specifications

Name
Diameter

~mm!
Thickness

~mm!
Beads diameter

~mm!
Volume fraction

~%!

1 mm loose 76 12.7–13.1 1 22
1 mm medium 76 14.3–15.5 1 32
1 mm dense 76 15.5–16.0 1 41
3 mm loose 76 12.0–12.9 3 22
3 mm medium 76 14.1–16.1 3 32
3 mm dense 76 16.5–17.5 3 41
Paste 76 15.5–16.5 no beads 0
Steel 76 16 — —
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early elastic~no energy loss during scattering!. Eq. ~1! predicts
the ultrasonic spectral energy density in an average sense, and
similar to the heat transfer equation, but with an additional diss
pation term.

The experimental setup used in this research dictates a radia
symmetric solution of Eq.~1! in cylindrical coordinates~indepen-
dent of the anglef! with an impulse source at the origin,
P(r ,t, f )5P0d(t)d(r ). The specimen thickness is small relative
to the lateral dimensions, so the gradient in thez-direction is
neglected and the lateral dimensions are assumed to be infin
(r→`). This leads to a fundamental solution of Eq.~1! as
~Carslaw and Jaeger 2000!

^E~r ,t, f !&5
P0

4Dpt
e2r 2/~4Dt !e2st (2)

Experimental Procedure

Cement-based specimens are made with two sizes of borosilica
glass beads~1 and 3 mm diameter! and are mixed with cement-
paste and cast in circular molds. The cement-paste is a mixture
portland ASTM Type I cement and water, with a water/cemen
ratio of 0.4 by mass. Note that 1.03% NaO2 equivalent of lithium
is added to the cement-paste to mitigate ASR and to prevent t
associated cracking~see Kurtis et al. 2002 for a review of this
reaction!. A paste specimen is made with no glass beads and wi
no lithium added. A vibration table is used to remove entrappe
air bubbles, the specimens are cured in a lime-water bath for
least 30 days, and the surfaces are polished. Each specimen ha
circular shape with a diameter of 76 mm and thicknesses that va
from 14 to 16 mm. Table 1 summarizes the specimens, include
thickness values, and presents an identification scheme bas
upon bead size and volume fraction.All specimens (besides the
paste specimen) have the same absolute amount of cement-pa
matrix material. The volume fraction is calculated by dividing the
glass volume by the specimen volume. A steel specimen~homo-
geneous at these ultrasonic wavelengths of a few millimeters an
larger! is included for reference measurements.

The mechanical properties of the glass beads and the ceme
paste are summarized in Tables 2 and 3. The glass beads are

Table 2. Typical Borosilicate Glass Properties

Property Symbol Value

Young’s modulus E 62.8GPa

Poisson’s ratio n 0.2
Density r 2,230 kg/m3

Longitudinal wave speed cl 5,594 m/sa

Shear wave speed cs 3,425 m/sa

aValues are calculated from elastic properties.

Table 3. Typical Cement-Paste Properties

Property Symbol Value

Young’s modulus E 16 GPa~19.5 GPaa!

Poisson’s ratio n n.a. ~0.26a!

Density r 1,945 kg/m3

Longitudinal
wave speed

cl 3,530 m/s

Shear wave speed cs 1,990 m/s
aValues are calculated from wave speeds.
L OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS © ASCE / DECEMBER 2003 / 1479
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scattering aggregate, but with a simplified spherical shape. T
cement-paste matrix is viscoelastic and contains a random dis
bution of air voids~pores! that have a length scale orders o
magnitude smaller than the glass beads~micrometer versus milli-
meter!. In addition, there is an interfacial zone between th
cement-paste matrix and the glass bead aggregate~Young et al.
1998! that can potentially cause additional dissipation losses~en-
ergy losses at an imperfect interface!. If the actual dissipation is
dominated by losses in the viscoelastic cement-paste matrix,
opposed to losses at the interfacial zone, then the measured
sipation will be dependent on the amount of cement-paste mat
in a specimen.

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1, with a Ultra
LC50-2 source transducer, and a Digital Wave B1025 receivi

Fig. 1. Experimental setup for diffuse field measurement
1480 / JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS © ASCE / DECEMBER
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transducer—the receiving transducer is mounted on a 1 mm di-
ameter contact pad to enable point-like detection. Point-like de-
tection is critical because the diffuse ultrasonic field cancels itself
out on the transducer surface—this point-like detector measures
the contribution of one coherent speckle. The bandwidth of the
source/receiver transducer combination is from 0.3 to 2 MHz, see
Becker ~2002! for details. The impulse response of each of the
specimens is measured off epicenter, on the opposite side~with
respect to the source!, at a location where no coherent signal
components are measured. The diffuse field response is recorded
with 60,000 record points at a 50 MHz sampling frequency,
roughly corresponding to 1 ms of useful signal length. Only 600
ms of the signal is actually used for the diffusion calculations,
although the signal’s tail is useful to determine the noise level.
The ratio of ultrasonic wavelength to glass bead scatterer diam-
eter approximately varies from 0.7 to 13 in these experiments.

Experimental Results and Discussion

A typical time-domain signal~r of 30 mm, and measured in the 3
mm loose specimen as defined in Table 1! is shown in Fig. 2.
Note that the spikes between22 and 3ms are artificial bleed-
through from the trigger which are windowed out and not in-
cluded in the analysis. The spectral energy densityÊ(r ,t, f ) of a
time-domain signal~at a particular frequencyf and at the mea-
surement pointr! is calculated by performing a time-frequency
analysis. This time-domain signal is divided into overlapping time
windows of lengthDt, these windows are multiplied with a Han-
ning window to smooth the signal edges~and reduce artificial side
lobes!, and then the discrete time Fourier transform of each indi-
vidual time window is calculated. Finally, the spectral energy
density, Ê(r ,t, f ), of each time window in a certain frequency
band is calculated by summing the power spectrum in a band-
width of width D f centered around frequencyf c . Note that
Ê(r ,t, f ) is not the ultrasonic spectral energy density itself, but
differs from this value by a factor related to transducer efficiency,
coupling effects, and the time-frequency analysis parameters—
this factor is assumed to be an unknown constant~Weaver and
Sachse 1995!.
Fig. 2. Time-domain signal in 3 mm loose specimen
2003



Fig. 3. ~a! Curve fits for 3 mm loose specimen, with expected deviation as bars—f c50.3 MHz and~b! curve fits for 3 mm loose specimen, with
expected deviation as bars—f c50.6 MHz
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Eq. ~2! is a relationship for theexpectedvalue,^E(r ,t, f )&, of
the spectral energy density. From probability theory, the best w
to measurê E(r ,t, f )& is to average values ofÊ(r ,t, f ) that are
measured in multiple, independent configurations; this avera
converges tô E(r ,t, f )& if the configurations are statistically in-
dependent. Multiple, independent configurations can be obtai
by taking another random realization of the distribution of th
scatterers in the media~this is easily done in fluid acoustics! or by
averaging measurements made at different spatial pointsr i . Note
that variability associated with transducer coupling makes m
surements at multiple spatial points impractical, so the variance
only one measured curveÊ(r ,t, f ) with respect tô E(r ,t, f )& is of
interest, see Weaver and Sachse~1995! for details. The solution
given by Eq.~2! is taken as an approximate model for^E(r ,t, f )&
at a certain frequencyf. The diffusion and dissipation parameter
D ands plus the source termP0 are recovered from the minimi-
zation of the square error
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ln^E~r ,t, f !&2 ln Ê~r ,t, f !)2 (3)

P0 is a factor related to the amount of measured energy an
measurement-related factors, and is not needed for the mater
characterization.

Examples of curve fits using Eq.~3! for different frequencies
are shown in Figs. 3 and 4—the spectral energy density curves a
calculated with Dt56 ms and D f 50.3 MHz from the time-
domain signal of Fig. 2 and are shown on a logarithmic scale. Th
expected deviations, calculated with the predicted varianc
~Weaver and Sachse 1995!, are superimposed as bars. These larg
deviations are not errors, but predicted fluctuations that ar
caused by the randomness of the media. Note that these dev
tions lie randomly above and below the curves, which suggests
good quality of fit. The early time range from 15–30ms shows a
worse prediction than at later times~see Figs. 3 and 4!. This is
L OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS © ASCE / DECEMBER 2003 / 1481



Fig. 4. ~a! Curve fits for 3 mm loose specimen, with expected deviation as bars—f c51.3 MHz and~b! curve fits for 3 mm loose specimen, with
expected deviation as bars—f c51.9 MHz
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because only a few travel paths from the source to the rece
contribute to the measured field, so less implicit averaging tak
place during these times, which results in higher deviations. T
effect will mainly influence the calculation of the diffusion coef
ficient D.

First consider the energy dissipation coefficients as a function
of frequency. Dissipation coefficients are determined~recovered!
for all the specimens listed in Table 1, and are calculated w
exactly the same time-frequency analysis parameters, time w
dow of 6ms, and frequency bandwidth of 0.3 MHz. There are n
statistical differences between thes values recovered from the
loose, medium, and dense specimens of the same bead size, s
different s values for each bead type are averaged toget
~Becker 2002!. Fig. 5~a! compares the recovered dissipatio
value,s as a function of frequency and specimen type, with on
sigma standard deviation bars. Note that the standard deviatio
the recovered dissipation values increases with frequency, e
1482 / JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS © ASCE / DECEMBER
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cially above 1.5 MHz. All cement-based specimens seem to show
dissipation with a linear frequency-dependence, a phenomena tha
is particularly important since dissipation~attenuation! due to vis-
coelastic material damping is linearly dependent on frequency
~Rose 1999!. A linear regression is performed on thes parameter;
Fig. 5~b! shows the linear regression for frequencies 0.25–1.25
MHz and these regression lines approximately go through the
origin. The paste specimen has the highest recovered dissipatio
values, while the 1 and 3 mm bead specimens have lower dissi
pation values, and are virtually identical to each other. Finally,
note that dissipation in the steel specimen@the curve is near the
bottom of Fig. 5~a!# is substantially lower than all the cement-
based specimens.

The almost equal dissipation values for the 1 and 3 mm bead
specimens suggest that the energy dissipation in cement-base
materials is only due to the viscoelastic cement-paste matrix, and
not due to the interfacial zone. The ratio of the cement-paste
2003
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volume in the paste specimen, to the cement-paste~matrix mate-
rial! volume in the bead specimens is 1.56. This ratio is expect
to be equal to the ratio of the dissipation values (spaste/sbead), as
well as equal to the ratio of the dissipation slopes. This is con
firmed by examining the slopes of the linear regressions in Fi
5~b!, where the ratio is equal to 1.7 for the 3 mm/paste, and 1
for the 1 mm/paste. If the interfacial zone influences dissipatio
~at least partly!, s is expected to scale with the surface area, i.e
by the factor 9 from 1 to 3 mm bead scatterers. This effect is n
seen—the dissipation losses from the interfacial zone appear to
negligible compared to the high energy losses that occur in t
cement-paste matrix.

Now consider diffusivityD. Again, there are no systematic
differences found when comparing theD’s of the loose, medium,
and dense specimens of the same bead size. To enable a comp
son of the 1 mm, 3 mm, and paste specimens, seven to tenD
coefficients recovered from individual 1 mm, 3 mm, and past
measurements are averaged and presented with one-sigma de

Fig. 5. ~a! Dissipations comparison for 3 mm, 1 mm, paste, and
steel specimens—averaged, recovered dissipations and ~b! dissipa-
tion s comparison for 3 mm, 1 mm, and paste specimens—line
regression
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tion bars in Figs. 6 and 7. These figures show a systematic patt
of lower diffusivity values for the 3 mm beads specimens, whe
compared to the 1 mm beads specimens. The higher diffusiv
values for the 1 mm bead scatterers in comparison to the 3 m
beads is reasonable, and is in agreement with the expectation t
the 3 mm beads lead to more scattering at lower frequencie
which in turn slows down the diffusion process~lower D!. Above
1.5 MHz, the 1 and 3 mm bead specimen diffusivity values ap
proach each other, which is expected since more scattering is a
expected in the 1 mm bead specimens at these higher frequenc

Overall, it is possible to distinguish the two different bead
sizes with the recovered diffusivity coefficientD. However, dif-
ferences in volume fractions cannot be distinguished with theD’s
recovered with the proposed methodology. The reason for this
most likely thatD is weakly related to the volume fractions, so
any differences are small and in the range of the measurement a
processing error. Note the recovered diffusivity values present
in Figs. 6 and 7 for lower frequencies~below 0.9 MHz! are in the
same range as those presented in Anugonda et al.~2001!.

Fig. 6. Averaged diffusivityD of 3 and 1 mm bead specimens

Fig. 7. Averaged diffusivityD of paste and 3 mm bead specimens
L OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS © ASCE / DECEMBER 2003 / 1483
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Conclusion

This research characterizes cement-based materials with diff
ultrasound, and quantitatively measures dissipation and diffus
coefficients as functions of frequency and microstructure. The
results demonstrate one advantage of using diffuse ultrasound
this application—the separation~uncoupling! of attenuation due
to scattering losses, from attenuation due to material losses. T
measured dissipation values~material losses! are realistic and are
used to quantitatively characterize differences between paste
bead specimens. These results indicate that the dissipation pro
~material attenuation! in cement-based materials is dominated b
losses in the viscoelastic cement-paste matrix, as opposed
losses at the interfacial zone. The measured diffusivity valu
~scattering losses! show qualitative trends, but the results are no
as conclusive. Diffusivity appears to have a limited capability t
resolve variations in microstructure, being more dependent on
parameters selected for the time-frequency analysis—this is
the case with the dissipation calculation, which is very insensiti
to parameter selection. Note that a more accurate solution of
diffusion equation, Eq.~1!, would lead to betterD recovery, but
such a closed-form solution that is suitable for curve fitting is n
available.

The proposed method can experimentally resolve differenc
in features of the microstructure of a specimen, but is limited b
theoretical shortcomings; a model is needed to predict the infl
ence of scatterer size and distribution. However, these experim
tal diffusion results provide a basic understanding of the effect
microstructure on the propagation of ultrasonic waves in ceme
based materials, and supply a first step in the characterization
distributed damage using ultrasonic methodologies.
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